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Abstract: Most people are using their smartphones daily and carry them all the time. Therefore,
mobile learning applications can be integrated in daily routines to make learning a part of daily
life. While numerous mobile learning applications exist, each with their own goal, our aim was to
explore the possibility of creating an engaging mobile environment that could be useful for informal
learning, as well as for other forms of learning, i.e., non-formal and formal learning. The result is
TICKLE, a playful learning environment for youngsters. It is a mobile location-based smartphone
application that offers youngsters an interactive environment for exploring their surroundings.
It offers cards related to physical locations, which can be collected by performing small challenges
(based on the principles of micro learning). A design science research approach has been used to
develop this software environment. Persuasive techniques and gamification are used to stimulate
usage. Furthermore, a personalized approach is applied. The environment was evaluated by means
of formative evaluations in different contexts. We obtained positive results and received useful
feedback to improve and extend the application. We can conclude that, in the context of these
evaluations, the app was usable for youngsters and able to engage them, and we see indications that
it may be able to increase the intrinsic motivation and learning capacity of youngsters. In addition,
our demonstrations show that the app is usable in different contexts and for different purposes. In
this way, the environment can be used to offer youngsters appealing learning related experiences.

Keywords: informal learning; non-formal learning; unconscious learning; playful learning
environment; mobile; location-based; personalized; persuasive; gamification

1. Introduction

Learning is usually associated with going to school or following an educational program. This is
so-called formal learning. Formal learning is typically institutionally organized, often classroom-based,
and highly structured [1]. However, there are plenty of opportunities to learn. Learning can happen
as a byproduct of some other activity, i.e., so-called incidental learning [1], or while searching for
information, or exploring an environment. In general this kind of learning is called informal learning [2,3],
but also different terms are used, such as learning “en passant” [4] or self-regulated learning [5].
Informal learning is the result of an unplanned or an unexpected event. Note that in the educational
domain also the term non-formal learning (also called semi-formal learning [6]) is used. As opposed to
informal learning, non-formal learning is a planned, but very adaptable activity set up by an institution
or organization [7]. It consists of learning embedded in planned activities that are not explicitly
designed as learning but contain an important learning element [8] (p. 839). Examples of non-formal
learning are visits to museums and city tours organized as part of educational curriculum activities.
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So, informal learning is distinguished from formal and non-formal learning by having no authority
figure or mediator [7].

According to Marsick and Watkins [1], informal learning takes place wherever people have the
need, motivation, and opportunity for learning. Informal learning is characterized as being integrated
with daily routines, triggered by an internal or external event, not highly conscious, and is an inductive
process of reflection and action. Given these characteristics, current digital technologies, such as
mobile applications and social media, can foster informal learning [9–11]. Most people are using their
smartphones daily and carry them all the time. Therefore, mobile applications can be integrated into
daily routines. Furthermore, smartphones can be used to trigger the user at any moment. The use
of social media, such as Flickr, YouTube, and Facebook, has steadily increased [12] and has also
become part of people’s daily life. The wealth of information available on the Web and accessible
at any moment through smartphones provides plenty of opportunities to learn. Therefore, mobile
applications and social media are nowadays also used for non-formal learning [8]. Two example are the
MTL Urban Museum App [13] and the Digital Literacy 2.0 project [14]. However, the aforementioned
technologies can also be used to support formal learning [15]. Therefore, from a technological point of
view, it should, in principle, be possible to develop a learning environment that can be used for all three
forms of learning. Our goal was to investigate this possibility. Hence, our goal was not to explicitly
support one of the three forms of learning, but, as formulated by Lonsdale, Vavoula, and Sharples,
“to use mobile technologies to transform learning into a seamless part of daily life to the point where
it is not recognized as learning at all” [16] (p. 5). We aimed to achieve this by creating an engaging
software environment that would be used voluntarily for informal learning, but could also be used
for non-formal learning, and in the context of formal learning. The type of learning environment we
aimed for is a so-called Playful Learning Environment (PLE). A playful learning environment refers to a
technology-enriched play and learning environment that blends indoor and outdoor spaces to create a
playground for exploration, narration, and imagination of information and knowledge [17,18].

Using the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) [19], we developed a mobile digital
environment for stimulating youngsters to explore their environment in a meaningful and playful way.
The digital environment uses a card-based interface and the principles of micro learning [20] to offer
small chunks of learning content and challenges. Persuasive techniques [21] and gamification [22]
are used to stimulate usage. Furthermore, a personalized approach is applied, meaning that what is
offered, how and when, is adapted to the needs and behavior of the individual user. We performed
several formative evaluations in different contexts, which provided useful feedback to improve and
extend the application. We could conclude that, in the context of those evaluations, the app was usable
for youngsters and able to engage them, and we see indications that it may be able to increase the
intrinsic motivation and learning capacity of youngsters. By means of different use cases, we showed
that the app is usable in different contexts and for different purposes, including informal, non-formal,
and formal learning, thus achieving our main goal.

The paper starts by discussing related work (Section 2). Next, it elaborates on the research steps
taken to come to the design of the system and justifies the decisions made (Section 3). In Section 4,
we provide an overview of the system and its functionalities. Next, we discuss the evaluations
performed and the demonstrators developed (Section 5). Section 6 provides a discussion, limitations,
and future work. Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Related Work

This section discusses the research work and applications that are related to our approach and
developed environment, and we compare them with our work.

Personalize Adaptive CARD-based interface (PACARD) [23] combines a card-based interface,
personalized adaptation, push notifications, and badges. It aims to enhance mobile learning engagement.
The cards used in the interface simulate physical flashcards, which are used in education as an aid to
memorization. In this way, the applicability of PACARD is limited to repetition-based learning. To be
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effective, flashcards should be reviewed in periodic intervals, such as daily. The TICKLE interface
is also card-based, but the cards are not flashcards and the goal is not the retention of information.
Similarly to PACARD, we used the principle of micro learning but for a broader goal. In PACARD,
the concept is used for helping in memorization. Similarly to TICKLE, PACARD aims at providing a
personalized adaptive learning experience on mobile devices. The notification system is used to send
reminders to the learners.

Similarly, MemReflex [24] also uses flashcards in a mobile environment. It also uses the principle
of micro learning, and the content delivery is adapted by the user’s performance.

Talentcards [25] is a commercial micro-learning-based platform using a card interface. Similarly to
TICKLE, the cards consist of micro-learning objects. The objects can have several types of content (text,
presentations, video, audio, etc.). The cards are available through a mobile application. In Talentcards,
the cards are structured using learning paths. This solution is more tailored towards formal learning.

S_U+G is a commercial platform to create serious urban games [26]. It allows the development
of location-based urban games in which the user has to perform challenges. Similarly to TICKLE,
by performing these challenges the user can learn more about a topic. Mayor@Your-town is such an
example of one of these games. The aim of this serious game is to challenge youngsters to look at the
city with new eyes, and to send policy suggestions on all matters that concern young people. The user
can walk with a tablet in the city to find challenges to perform. The game also uses a card-based
interface and the user can collect points. In this system, the challenge itself is presented as a card,
while in TICKLE the challenge is accessible through the card. Urban games or street games are only
one type of so-called mobile location-based game. In [27], a review of mobile location-based games
and their possible contribution toward learning is provided. This review divided the games into three
groups: The first group contains games that are developed for entertainment but could be used in the
context of learning. A Geocaching game is an example of such a game. The second group are games
explicitly developed for learning, and the third group are the hybrid games, which are designed for
both entertainment and learning. Examples of this type of game are museum mobile interaction or role
playing games. Although TICKLE is not designed for the development of mobile games, it can be used,
to a certain extent, to develop geocaching, urban games, or museum games. In Section 5 examples
are given.

Furthermore, there are several mobile phone applications that use persuasive technology to induce
behavior changes. Some examples are:

• Chick Clique [28] is a mobile phone application designed to motivate teenage girls to exercise
more. Competition, self-monitoring, and social comparison are used as persuasive techniques.

• iDetective [29] is a persuasive smartphone game that tries to persuade the users to walk more.
The user has to find the location where a picture was taken. The application shows the picture
and some clues. The main persuasive principle used is social comparison.

• RightOnTime [30] is a mobile application intended to help people improve their punctuality and
time-keeping skills. Self-monitoring and task reduction are the main principles used to achieve
this goal. The app also uses notifications to give reminders and tips.

3. Research Methodology and Design Decisions

Our research is situated in the domain of Information System (IS) design science [31], which deals
with the creation of innovative artifacts. Therefore, we follow the typical design science research
process, which is an iterative process including a problem identification phase, a solution design phase,
and an evaluation phase. The evaluation is driving the iterative process. The purpose of the evaluation
is to investigate how well the artifact supports a solution to the problem. Based on the results of the
evaluation, the solution design may be improved. Different types of evaluation are possible, depending
on the nature of the problem and the state of the artifact during the process.

Slightly different design science research processes exist [32]. We have followed the six steps of
the Design Science Research Methodology (DSRM) [19]: (1) problem identification and motivation, (2)
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definition of the objectives for a solution, (3) design and development, (4) demonstration, (5) evaluation,
and (6) communication. In this section, we discuss the first and second step, as well as the design
decisions resulting from these steps. Step 3 is discussed in Section 4; step 4 and 5 in Section 5.
For communication (step 6), the regular academic channels are used, as well as presentations to relevant
organizations and at relevant professional events.

3.1. Problem Identification, Motivation, and Definition of the Objectives

The original context of our research was the need to tackle school burnout. School burnout is a term
used to refer to exhaustion at school, a cynical and detached attitude towards the school, and feelings of
inadequacy as a student [33]. School burnout often precedes school dropout, also named Early School
Leave (ESL) [34], which results in young people leaving education with only lower secondary education
or less. Early school leavers have lower job opportunities and only qualify for jobs with lower earnings,
which has great impact on their further life [35]. Therefore, the issue is high on the political agenda.
Europe 2020 aims for a reduction of ESL to less than 10% [36]. Although different programs exist to
prevent school burnout and ESL—ranging from offering customized training projects and individual
coaching to time-out trajectories aiming to bring the student back into the classroom—these projects
and programs are very labor-intensive. To come to a less labor-intensive solution, in particular to deal
with school burnout, our objective was to complement the existing programs with an ICT solution.
Although we started the development of the tool in the context of supporting informal learning to
tackle school burnout, it was found that the tool can also be used for non-formal, as well as formal
learning. Therefore, the scope was broadened to non-formal and formal learning, but we kept the
focus on youngsters, as well as our main objective: a digital environment that could transform learning into
a pleasant activity, a seamless part of daily life.

3.2. Design Decisions

To come to the design of our solution, we started with a number of literature studies. To be able to
make a grounded decision on the technology to be used, we analyzed the results of the major studies
on computer and media use among youngsters. Our focus was on Flanders and Brussels, as youngsters
in Brussels were initially our target users. We provide a summary of the findings that are relevant for
the design of our solution. The complete report is available online [37]. Youngsters appear to have
good general computer skills and experience with the Internet. They also regularly share their own
material online. They have a preference for smartphones and are using them daily; tablets are used
less. Smartphones seem to fit best with their lifestyle, i.e., they have often limited financial resources
and spend a large part of their time outside. Therefore, we decided to adopt smartphones for our
solution. The Internet is well spread and most youngsters do have access to the Internet. Moreover,
the availability of the Internet is only increasing: free Wi-Fi becomes available in public spaces and a lot
of youngsters have mobile broadband on their smartphone. Therefore, we opted for an Internet-based
application. To keep all options open, we decided to go for a browser application rather than a native
app. In addition, this allows for having the application immediately available on different types of
smartphones. Furthermore, the majority of mobile operating systems provide a Web application as an
“app” on the start screen. Later on, it is still possible to turn the application into a true (native) app.

The initial problem that we wanted to address was school burnout in order to avoid ESL, so we
investigated studies related to these topics. The complete report is available online [38]. In summary,
we found that a large variety of factors can play a role: factors from the youngsters’ environment,
as well as individual characteristics, but none of these factors seems to be conclusive. Therefore, it is
recommended in the literature that prevention programs should rely on a wide body of information
related to multiple influencing factors, to provide a more complete picture of the youngster. For this
reason, we decided to include an elaborated user profile that should be used to personalize the
environment and the presented content towards the situation and characteristics of the youngsters.
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Re-activating youngsters with school burnout implies inducing a behavior change. Therefore,
we studied theories dealing with behavior change. In this context, we concluded that the Behavioral
Model of Fogg [39] is an interesting model for our solution. It offers three factors that determine
whether a person will perform a certain behavior or not: motivation, ability, and trigger. Other studies
have also shown that motivation and ability are crucial requirements for behavioral change (e.g., [40]).
According to Fogg, motivation can be distilled to three pairs of core motivators: pleasure and pain;
hope and fear; and social acceptance and social rejection. These are aspects that could be taken into
consideration in the development of the tool. For instance, our objective to make learning a pleasant
activity is using pleasure as motivator. However, social acceptance and social rejection are also
usable in our solution.

Ability relates to available resources. Fogg [39] uses the term ability in a broad sense, i.e., available
time and/or money; required physical effort and/or cognitive effort; social deviance caused by the
behavior; and the familiarity with the behavior. To take this into account, we should carefully adapt
the activities to the abilities of a youngster.

The trigger in Fogg’s model is the element that sparks, facilitates, or signals the target behavior.
Triggers are most effective when they are provided at the right place and time [39]. This is an argument
in favor of keeping track of the youngsters’ performance and activities within the tool in order to
be able to give the trigger at the right place and time. However, the type of trigger used, as well
as the content of the trigger, also seems to be important. If an app keeps sending notifications that
are not considered useful by the receiver, this might annoy the user, and (s)he will start to ignore
them [41]. Furthermore, what will trigger one person to perform an action may not trigger another
person. This is because different users have different preferences and characteristics [42]. This is an
additional argument for using an elaborated user profile in order to also personalize the triggers.

Next, the Hook Model of Eyal [43] is a practical approach to create new habits or behavior.
According to Eyal, a new behavior becomes a habit when the behavior becomes an automatic response
to a situational cue or trigger. Unfortunately, turning a new behavior into a habit is hard since,
according to Eyal, old habits die hard, while new habits quickly dissipate. Therefore, the Hook Model
proposes a cycle through which the user must repeatedly move to gradually create these new habits.
A single cycle is composed of four consecutive steps. It starts with a trigger that should be followed by
an action from the user. In accordance with Fogg, Eyal also argues that an action will only take place if
the user possesses sufficient motivation and ability to perform the action. Therefore, Eyal suggests to
make the actions as easy as possible, e.g., clicking on a link. In this way, the behavior is very likely to
be performed. The next phase in the Hook cycle is the reward phase. Rewards are used to increase the
likelihood of repeating the action in the next cycle. Variable rewards (both in time and in size) are
recommended to avoid the effect of the reward fading away after a while. The last phase of the cycle is
the investment. This phase is typical for the Hook Model. An investment is everything that a user puts
into the system (like time and effort), or supplies to the system (like preferences and content), but also
concepts like “reputation”, “followers”, or “likes” are considered as an investment. The more a user
invests in a system, the less likely it is that (s)he will stop using the system, as then the investment
will be lost. Therefore, when applying the Hook model, it is necessary to give due consideration to
these investments. The goal of repeatedly going through the cycle is to eventually remove the need
for an external trigger, which is used in the first step of the cycle, and to replace it by an internal trigger,
such as the feeling of boredom or loneliness, or simply curiosity.

The triggers in both the Behavior Model of Fogg and the Hook Model of Eyal aim to persuade the
user to perform a certain behavior (Fogg) or an action (Eyal). Persuasion is used to influence decisions
or actions taken by human beings by applying certain psychological principles [44]. These principles
are based on the fact that most of the time people do not take decisions or actions based on rational
arguments, but use shortcuts to save time and energy. Earlier, persuasion was mainly done via
human interaction. However, nowadays, ICT is also used to persuade people to do what somebody
wants them to do, i.e., by means of so-called persuasive technology [21]. Therefore, we performed a
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literature review on persuasive technology [45] and decided to use principles of persuasion, such as
the principles formulated by Cialdini [46], in our solution.

Furthermore, we opted for using the principles of micro learning to keep learning pleasant.
According to this principle, learning takes place from interaction with small chunks of learning content
and flexible technologies enabling easy and “on the move” access from anywhere [20]. Such an
approach better fits the characteristics of our target audience and will make it easier to integrate it into
the daily life of a youngster.

4. Design and Development

We designed and developed a mobile digital environment, called TICKLE, to stimulate youngsters
to explore their environment in a meaningful and playful way. It allows youngsters to collect digital
cards by performing associated challenges. Following the principle of micro learning, the challenges
are small learning activities related to the physical environment, and they can range from non-formal
learning activities to formal learning activities.

TICKLE is composed of a front end and a back end (see Figure 1). The front end is the actual
learning environment and is intended to be used by the youngsters. The back end contains the
authoring environment to create the actual content of the environment, as well as a supervisor module
to create and maintain the profiles of the youngsters and to link cards to youngsters, which is needed
for the personalized approach. This module also provides learner analytics. This back end is intended
for the content creators, teachers, and supervisors of youngsters with learning issues, or anybody
that wants to use the application in another context (see also Section 6). All information created and
collected by the back end and the front end is stored in the TICKLE database. In this way, the database
allows the front end and the back end to communicate.
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4.1. Front End

The main component of the front end of TICKLE is the Card Interface. This is the interface for
the youngster. Next to this, it contains a Notifier module, responsible for sending notifications to the
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users. In this paper, we focus on the Card Interface. The Notifier module, which is running in the back,
will be described in detail elsewhere. However, the purpose and the principles for the notifications are
described in Section 4.1.2, and a short description of its implementation is given in Section 4.3.

4.1.1. Card Interface

The Card Interface is a location-based mobile application. It displays a (geographical) map on
which cards are marked. The available cards are also shown as thumbnails at the top or the bottom
of the map. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the map view of this Card Interface. The cards can be
collected by the youngster when (s)he is nearby the physical location associated with a card. To collect
a card, the youngster has to open the card (see Figure 3a for an example card), and has to perform the
associated challenge (see Figure 3b for an example challenge). Note that these challenges can be very
simple (e.g., taking a picture), but more advanced activities are possible, like performing a quiz (e.g.,
in Figure 3b), a small game, or doing a traditional learning assignment. According to Fogg’s model,
these challenges should be adapted to the ability of the youngster. This implies that cards should be
carefully matched with the abilities of the youngster. For this matching, the profile of the youngster is
used. This matching is done in the back end of TICKLE.
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A card has two sides. The front side of the card provides information about the subject of the
card, and/or information that allows performance of the challenge, or just an incentive to stimulate
the youngster to take up the challenge. Note that the actual challenge remains hidden until the
youngster decides to take up the challenge (i.e., clicks on the challenge button). This is done for two
reasons. Firstly, we want to trigger the curiosity of the youngster, and secondly, we want to prevent
the youngsters from “shopping” for easy challenges and dropping others.
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The front side of the card may contain a title, a description, links, and media (pictures and videos).
The cards can also mention a time period if the card is only applicable for a specific time (e.g., such as a
card for an event or an exhibition). The cards are labeled with tag(s). A tag is used to indicate the topic
or subject of the card, e.g., culture or sport. The tags also indicate the points that can be collected with
the card for the related topic. In Figure 3a, the tag is “SPORTS”, and 20 points can be earned with the
card. The points are only collected when the challenge is performed correctly.

The points collected by a youngster are maintained in a wallet and can be used by the youngster
to obtain (“buy”) rewards. As recommended in the Hook model, the points, as well as the rewards,
are variable. The actual rewards depend on the use case, but examples are vouchers and cinema tickets.

The card can be flipped to see information such as the author of the card, related cards,
and comments given by other users.

Cards are grouped in so-called card environments and a youngster can be assigned to one or more
card environments (this is done in the back end by the supervisor of the youngster). The youngster
can inspect which cards (s)he already collected for an environment, which cards are started (i.e.,
the challenge is started but not yet finished), which cards are still open, i.e., collectable, and which
cards (s)he fails to collect (failed card) (see Figure 4). (S)he can also inspect his/her wallet and “buy”
rewards with the collected points (via the “XP” button in Figure 4). In the future, it will also be possible
to connect with other users of the card environment, ask for help, or collaborate to collect a card (via the
“FRIENDS” button).
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Figure 4. Overview of the cards of a youngster for a card environment.

4.1.2. TICKLE’s Hook Cycle

Collecting cards follows the Hook cycle. The Hook cycle starts with the triggering phase.
In TICKLE, the triggering is done by means of notifications. Two types of notification are supported:
internal notification and external notification. Internal notifications are given when the youngster is
using the TICKLE app, e.g., to indicate that the youngster comes nearby a location for which a suitable
card is—or several cards are—available, or when new cards are available. External notifications are
used to trigger the youngster when (s)he is not using the app. For example, when, after a while,
there are still cards to collect or to finish by the youngster, or when the youngster has been inactive
for a longer period of time. A default schedule for sending these notifications is foreseen, but it can
be adapted for a youngster by the supervisor. The notifications use persuasive messages, which are
tailored towards the personality of the youngster. For the moment, the Big Five trait taxonomy [47] is
used for this purpose (see Section 4.2.1). A notification message contains a button to quickly go to
the card mentioned in the notification or to go the TICKLE app (depending on the message given in
the notification and the type of notification). This implements the action phase of the Hook Cycle.
Figure 5a shows an example of an internal notification message.

When a youngster performs a challenge, (s)he can succeed or fail to collect the card. Collecting a
card is rewarded with points but the youngster will also receive a (variable) performance feedback
message by means of a notification. The type of feedback is tailored towards the personality of the
youngster and the number of attempts needed (see Figure 5b for an example). If the youngsters failed
a challenge, a supportive message will be given, also tailored towards the personality of the youngster
and depending of the number of attempts already used. Note that the possibility to retry a challenge
can be disabled or enabled in the authoring environment.

Investments from the youngsters are currently: time spent, the collected cards, and collected
points. Later on (future work), when connecting to other users is supported, other types of investment
will be the friends made and the reputation of the youngster in the community.
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4.2. Back End

The back end consists of an Authoring Environment for creating cards and challenges and a
Supervisor Module for creating and maintaining the profiles of the youngsters, to link the card
environments and cards to youngsters, to manage the sending of notifications, and to inspect the
progress of the youngsters. The users of the back end are, on the one hand (learning) content creators,
and on the other hand professionals who want to use TICKLE in their institute or organization.
These can be teachers, or professionals supervising youngsters with school burnout, or members of
an organization or institute that want to use a TICKLE environment for some purpose, e.g., a team
building event, a city game, training.

4.2.1. Authoring Environment

Cards are created by means of the Card Editor. A card consists of a number of fields, such as
Image, Title, Description, Links, Videos, Topics, and Time-period. The author can choose which ones
to include in the card and then provides the content. See Figure 6a for an illustration. Giving the
location of the card on the (geographical) map is mandatory, as well as the information on when and
where the card should be visible. The visibility of a card can be limited to a certain range, i.e., 50,
200, or 500 m, meaning that a card will only become visible when the user is physically within this
range of the location of the card. The alternative is that the card is visible wherever the user is located.
The duration of the visibility can also be limited by providing a starting date and time and an end date
and time, for instance when the card is about an event or a temporary exhibition. If such a time period
is not given the card will stay visible (until explicitly removed). It is also possible to indicate that a
card should not be visible on the map after the card was collected (or the user failed to collect the card).
To speed up the creation of similar cards, templates can be created and used.
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Currently, TICKLE supports a limited number of challenge types, such as a quiz, an open question,
and a hangman game. However, external authoring tools, e.g., BookWidgets [48], can be used for
creating other types of challenges like time line exercises, riddles, educational games, etc. Figure 6b
illustrates the creation of a quiz challenge within TICKLE.

For some types of application it may be useful to help the user to find the cards. For this purpose,
so-called waypoints can be created, which guide the user in the direction of the cards. They are
especially useful when cards are not visible upfront and need to be discovered by the user. Then,
helpful comments can be attached to the waypoints to specify a region of interest for the user. Figure 7
shows the creation of these waypoints in the authoring environment.Information 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 12 of 27 
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In the Card Environment Editor, cards are grouped in a so-called card environment. A card
environment is given a name, a description and an image. It is possible to make the environment
public, which means that all TICKLE users will be able to use the environment. Otherwise, the card
environment is private and needs to be assigned to a user to allow the user to see the environment.
This is done in the supervisor module. A user can have access to multiple card environments.
In Figure 8, we see the start screen of a user who has access to multiple card environments.
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4.2.2. Supervisor Module

In the supervisor module, accounts for users can be created and users can be given access to card
environments. The information about a user (youngster) is maintained in a user profile. The user
profile includes personal information (such as the name and email address of the youngster and
interests), and also information to steer the sending of notifications (such as the block off time, i.e.,
time period(s) in which no notifications should be send to the user), as well as the persuasion profile of
the user [49] that contains personality information (e.g., the values for the Big Five) that can be used to
select the appropriated persuasion techniques for the user. User profiles are created and maintained
by means of the Profile Editor. The supervisor can also inspect the performance of his/her users, i.e.,
the points collected, the cards collected, failed, or started, and their activities in TICKLE by means of
the Learner Analytics module. Note that a supervisor can only manage his own users.

In the Cards Manager Module, a supervisor can manage his or her card environments. For a card
environment, (s)he can add and remove cards, add and remove users. To ensure that the challenges
are adapted to the abilities and the interests of the user, (s)he can add or remove individual cards for
a user. (S)he can also inspect by card, who could collect the card, and who could not (see Figure 9a
for an illustration of this last functionality). For the challenges that cannot be assessed automatically
(like open questions), the supervisor should inspect the answers given and assess them (see Figure 9b).
Furthermore, the Cards Manager allows adding rewards to a card environment.
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4.3. Development

The TICKLE application is developed as a responsive browser application. In this way,
cross-platform support could be achieved without major effort. Later on, when a stable version
is obtained, it is still possible to turn the application into a true (native) app. Furthermore, the majority
of mobile operating systems allow to provide a Web application as an “app” on the start screen.
The user interface of the front end is optimized for smartphones. For the back end, it is recommended
to use a laptop or desktop.

The implementation of TICKLE follows the Progressive Web App (PWA) paradigm, which mimics
the user experience of a native mobile application on the Web platform [50]. A PWA is required to be
reliable, i.e., to load instantly, to provide limited offline functionality, and also to be fast and engaging.

To separate business logic from implementation internals, we chose to follow the Redux
architecture [51] as a model. It centralizes the state of the application in one place and provides a
one-directional data flow that makes it easy to test complex user interaction procedures. Whenever the
user interacts with the user interface, an action is triggered that updates the state of the application
and the interface.

For the implementation of the user interfaces, we chose React.js [52] as framework, which provides
a declarative way to author HTML components in JavaScript. Moreover, it has its own notion of state
that helps further to separate business logic and pure user interaction.

Additionally, we used the API layer provided by Firebase [53], which includes a schema-less
document database, i.e., Firestore.

To implement the Notifier module, a rule engine is used. This was done to make the notification
system flexible and to allow us to experiment with different notification strategies. The rules allow
for the specification of when, how, and which notification should be given to a user (i.e., to define a
notification strategy). This is done by means of a set of conditions, which are evaluated by the rule
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engine against the activities performed by the user (e.g., login, challenge submitted, location change),
the user’s persuasion profile, and the user’s notification preferences. Based on the satisfied rules,
the rule engine schedules (when, what, how) the user notifications. We opted for the JSON Rules
Engine library [54], which is a lightweight rules engine written in JavaScript. The Firebase Cloud
messaging service is used to send the resulting notifications to the clients.

5. Evaluations and Demonstrations

During the research and development process, we performed several evaluations and provided
different demonstrations. The evaluations were formative evaluations with the aim to improve the
application as its development progresses. For that purpose, qualitative research methods are more
useful than solely quantitative ones [55]. According to Kaplan and Maxwell [55] qualitative methods
can be used throughout the entire development process, as they can help to identify potential problems
as they are forming, thereby providing opportunities to improve the system as it develops.

A phased approach was used for this formative evaluation. After each evaluation phase the app
was improved based on the feedback received. The main questions for this formative evaluation were:
Is the TICKLE environment, as an adaptive mobile tool with persuasive strategies, (1) usable for youngsters,
(2) able to engage youngster, and (3) able to increase the intrinsic motivation and learning capacity of youngsters?

5.1. Evaluation Phase 1

In the first phase, which was situated in the early design phase, we wanted to receive suggestions
and recommendations from supervisors and organizations concerned with school burnout and dropout
to ensure that our environment would be usable for this purpose. Next to that, we also wanted to
create awareness about the project within the field (step 6 in DSRM).

Individual sessions were held with 11 organizations, all organizations working with youngsters.
In the sessions, we used open interviews to gather feedback and/or input on specific topics concerning
the TICKLE environment (i.e., on attractiveness, usability, and feasibility of the approach). After a
short introduction, the researchers explained the aim, design, and features of the TICKLE environment,
after which the current prototype was presented. Next, the TICKLE environment was discussed using
some questions as a guide for the interview conversations. The interviews were audio-recorded,
transcribed ad verbatim, and read through repeatedly. The interviews were coded and analyzed in the
MAXQDA software package through an iterative process that combined elements of both content and
thematic analyses [56].

Findings & actions taken:

• Potential value of TICKLE for exploring the youngster’s environment.

The organizations we consulted pointed out that a lot of youngsters, among whom those that
(eventually may) dropout, hold on strongly to the boundaries of their own quarters, in this way missing
opportunities to broader their interests. Its location-based service and on-the-go approach meant the
organizations did see merit in TICKLE in allowing young people to go out and step outside their
own direct neighborhoods, enabling them to explore new parts of their neighborhood and the city in
general. By offering youngsters different challenges and activities, the application could bring them to
locations and places they have not been before and stimulate them to explore activities they did not
participate in before.

• Potential value of TICKLE for engaging youngsters.

The coaches and supervisors from the consulted organizations recommended that the offer in terms of
cards, activities, and challenges should be very diverse, so that all youngsters could find something
of their interest. Themes mentioned were sports (e.g., dance and boxing) and music, but also media.
Next to our intention to start from the youngsters’ own interest, the gamification element within
TICKLE was considered a positive and appealing way to motivate youngsters to explore more. Based on
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this feedback, and in order to allow the youngsters to broaden their interests, we decided to provide
links to “related” cards on (the back side of) a card.

• Potential value of TICKLE for informal learning.

Within the environment, the youngster is able to track the cards already opened and collected, the
themes discovered, and his/her own growth. It was indicated that this could offer a means of
self-reflection. Furthermore, it also provides ownership over one’s own learning process. Another idea
that was dropped, and added to the system, was to include soft skills next to topics of interest, and allow
the labeling of cards with soft skill labels too, e.g., responsibility, team spirit. In this way, the youngsters
can (possibly unconsciously) practice these soft skills and also collect points for them.

Furthermore, it was indicated that it would be valuable to guide the youngsters around within
the educational, social (-cultural) support and service landscape. This has been taken up by providing
a specific card environment dedicated to this. In this card environment, each relevant organization is
described by a card, which is positioned on the map by means of a dedicated icon (see also Section 5.3).

• Other suggestions

It was suggested that the app could support geocaching [57]. Although TICKLE is not explicitly
tailored towards geocaching, it is possible to support it by means of the open challenges. In the future,
we will investigate how it can be supported in a more explicit way.

Another aspect that was mentioned was the importance of allowing youngsters to connect with
each other with and within the TICKLE environment. The organizations gave several reasons why this
would be good to have: to communicate and connect, to inspire and trigger each other, to collaborate
and meet in real life, to help and learn from each other. This valuable suggestion will be implemented
later (future work).

It was also suggested that the app should provide a help button that the youngster could use
when (s)he would be stuck on a challenge. There are different possibilities to implement such a
help-functionality. It will be considered in future work.

Another suggestion was to introduce leaderboards. We did not uphold this suggestion as such,
because leaderboards are in general only motivating for the ones at the top of the leaderboard. For those
at the bottom, it may not be good for their self-esteem and motivation. However, we will reconsider it
later as part of the personalization of the persuasive strategy.

5.2. Evaluation Phase 2

Within phase two, the developed tool was piloted and evaluated in real-life settings. The main aim
of phase two was to receive feedback and suggestions from the target group, i.e., youngsters, in order
to adapt or redesign the environment according to their feedback and suggestions. More specifically,
we wanted to know (1) if the app was attractive and usable, (2) if its use was motivating, and (3) the
youngsters’ willingness to use the app on a longer term basis. On purpose, we did not focus on
youngsters with school burnout but on youngsters in general. This decision was taken in order to
ensure that the app would be usable by youngsters in general and would be usable for a broader goal
than school burnout.

In this phase, two evaluations took place, both with the youth organization the “Vlaamse Dienst
Speelpleinwerking” (VDS) [58], translated as the Flemish Service for Playground Work. VDS organizes
so-called playgrounds (i.e., play days) for children during school holidays. They also organize courses
for youngsters who want to become animators for the playgrounds.

In both evaluations, the participants were animators of the organization. We informed them
that they were participating in an evaluation, and they were informed about their rights and agreed
to participate.
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5.2.1. Evaluation 1 of Phase 2

VDS was looking for a game to improve the cooperation between the animators of the
playgrounds and to stimulate their creativity. In order to do so, we proposed they try out the
TICKLE environment. For this evaluation, cards were created with challenges related to the operation
of a playground. An example challenge was, for instance, to build a spaceship. The cards and
challenges were created by experienced instructors from the organization. Challenges could be carried
out individually, or collaboratively with other animators. The goal for the participants was to carry out
the challenge/activity to the best possible standard and to collect as many cards as possible.

For this evaluation, the cards were not placed on a physical map but on a fantasy map, i.e.,
a treasure map (see Figure 10), as all challenges were located at the playground’s location. All cards
were visible and labeled with a topic, as well as with a difficulty degree: easy, medium, or difficult.
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The evaluation was done at two different playground locations. In principle, all animators of those
playground locations could participate. The animators were introduced to the TICKLE environment
in small groups by means of an oral presentation and a hands-on demo. They also received a short
manual on paper. They could use the environment for three weeks. The youngsters had to use their
own smartphones. At that time, only recent Android smartphones were well supported. Youngsters
that did not have such a device could use the application on a laptop or desktop computer through
a Web browser. Afterwards, feedback was invited through an online questionnaire. Next to some
questions related to the participant (age, background), this questionnaire contained questions from
the short version of the User Experience Questionnaire (UEQ) [59,60], as well as questions for testing
whether the participants understood specific features of TICKLE, questions about the look and feel of
the cards, the challenges, and about the original goal (i.e., stimulating the cooperation and creativity of
the animators). These questions used a Likert scale. The participants could also leave comments and
suggestions for improvement.
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Results: In total, 20 animators filled out the questionnaire: nine participants were 16 years old;
the others were between 17 and 25 years old. Nine participants had no or only one year of experience
as animator. Concerning the questions from UEQ, the hedonic quality (stimulation and novelty)
scored higher (1,5) than the pragmatic quality (attractiveness, efficiency, perspicuity, dependability)
(1,00). According to the UEQ handbook, these scores represent a positive evaluation. The results
on the questions to test the understanding of specific features, as well as about the look and feel,
were mixed, indicating that some improvement would be needed on these aspects: eight of the 18
participants (40%) gave a score higher than 4 for attractiveness (where 1 was attractive and 7 not
attractive); five participants (25%) gave a score of 4, while the scores of the other seven participants
were between 1 and 3. In general, we received positive results about the challenges. For the fun aspect,
all scores were between 1 and 4 (where 1 was fun and 7 boring), with 20% (four participants) for score
1 and 40% (eight participants) for score 2. All scores for being doable (where 1 was not doable and
7 good doable) were 4 or higher, with 45% (nine participants) for score 5 and 6. The results on the
questions related to the original goal were positive: 85% (17 participants) indicated that the challenges
were inspiring, the other 15% (three participants) replied “maybe”; 70% (14 participants) indicated that
this app could contribute to a better collaboration, the other 30% (six participants) answered “maybe”;
everybody agreed that the challenges could contribute to a higher quality of the playground activities.

Suggestions and comments were provided. Comments about the challenges provided useful
feedback about the type of challenges youngsters are interested in. The other comments and suggestions
were about improving the interface, the info presented on the cards, and some aspects of the
functionalities. Additionally, usability issues with specific smartphones and browsers were mentioned.

5.2.2. Evaluation 2 of Phase 2

For the second evaluation, the app was used for a kind of city game, restricted to one long street,
in the context of a “start of the year” event of the VDS. On the TICKLE map, cards with challenges were
spread along the street (see Figure 11 for an illustration). Participants had to find the cards, which only
became visible on the map when the participant (i.e., the smartphone) physically came in the vicinity
of the location of a card. Each challenge that was well executed yielded points. The aim was to collect
as many points as possible. The cards and challenges were created by the organizers of the event.

For this evaluation the youngsters had to use their own smartphones. Just as for the previous
evaluation, only recent Android smartphones were well supported. However, as the street game was
done in small groups and only one smartphone was needed per group, enough suitable smartphones
were available. Afterwards, feedback from the animators was invited through an online questionnaire.
This questionnaire included the same UEQ questions as the first evaluation, as well as specific questions
about the way the street game was set up in TICKLE, about the look and feel of the cards, and about
the challenges. These questions also used a Likert scale (1 to 7). The participants could again leave
comments and suggestions for improvement.

Results: In total, 18 animators filled out the questionnaire. In this evaluation, the participants
were young adults: 18 years old or older; one person was older than 26. Concerning the questions
from UEQ, the results were in line with the previous evaluation: the hedonic quality (stimulation
and novelty) scored higher (1.34) than the pragmatic quality (attractiveness, efficiency, perspicuity,
dependability) (1.04). The results on the questions about the set up of the game confirmed our setup:
88% (16 participants) agreed that keeping the cards hidden until close to the location made the game
exciting, but in addition, 39% (seven participants) would have preferred an alternative to see all the
cards right from the start, but keep the challenges hidden, or only provide the functionality to submit
them when near the location. In this evaluation, the results about the look and feel were mixed (11 of
the 18 participants (61.1%) gave a score higher than 4—where 1 was attractive and 7 not attractive).
The ease of entering the answers was also evaluated mixed (nine of the 18 participants (50%) gave a
score higher than 4—where 1 was easy and 7 cumbersome). We received positive results about the
challenges. For the fun aspect, all scores were between 1 and 4, with 38.9% for score 2 (where 1 was
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fun and 7 boring). All scores for being doable (where 1 was not doable and 7 very doable) were 3 or
higher, with 50% for score 5.

Comments were about the available time for the game (which they found to be too short), the data
consumption, and the battery consumption (which were both considered too high), and small usability
problems and bugs.Information 2019, 10, x FOR PEER REVIEW 18 of 27 
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5.3. Evaluation Phase 3

In this phase, evaluations in real-life settings were also done, but this time the focus was on
youngsters in some way related to the issue of school burnout and school dropout. Two evaluations
took place, both with an organization dealing with youngsters who are in a problematic situation, i.e.,
Try-out [61] and CAD Limburg [62]. Try-out offers activities that allow youngsters with school issues
to detect their talents and interests, and in this way try to reconnect them with regular school or work,
and CAD Limburg offered a Reboot Camp [63] for young gamers at risk, who often are also at risk for
school dropout.

In both evaluations, the participants were informed that they were participating in an evaluation,
they were informed about their rights, and agreed to participate.

Due to the problems experienced with the broad range of smartphones used by youngsters in the
evaluation phase two, we decided to provide them with a smartphone to avoid usability problems
due to incompatibility issues. The smartphones were Android devices. Sufficient mobile data was
provided, as this was reported as an issue in the previous evaluation phase. We realize that those
issues should be resolved in a later stage, but we wanted to avoid issues with smartphones influencing
the results of the evaluations.

5.3.1. Evaluation 1 of Phase 3

This evaluation was done in the context of a day activity organized by the organization Try-out.
For this evaluation, a city game was created with TICKLE. The location was the center of Brussels,
and the cards and associated challenges had the aim of letting participates explore interesting places
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in the city and find out more about these places (see Figure 12 for a screenshot of the card interface).
Variable amounts of points could be collected with the cards. The goal was to collect as many points as
possible. There was no predefined route; the participants had to develop their own strategy to collect
as many points as possible in the given time (2 h). They played the game in groups of two to three.
Each group was accompanied by a supervisor from the organization. Each participant received a
smartphone with mobile data and a short manual on paper (three pages). We had six participants
in total.
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Afterwards, the youngsters were asked to fill out an online questionnaire. The questionnaire
included questions about their age and interests, as well as questions related to the user experience.
This time we did not follow UEQ completely, because the way the questions in this questionnaire
were formulated was not suitable for the youngsters who would participate in the evaluation (see also
Section 6 Discussion). Furthermore, questions about the challenges, the look and feel and the
information on the cards were asked. In this evaluation, we also measured whether the app was able
to engage the youngsters, and if it was able to increase the motivation for learning more about Brussels.
All these questions used a Likert scale. In this evaluation, the questions were formulated as statement,
and a scale from 1 to 5 was used to indicate the level of agreement with the statement: 1 being “strongly
disagree”, and 5 being “strongly agree”. The participants could again leave comments and suggestions
for improvement.

Results: all participants (six) filled out the questionnaire. They were 14 and 15 years old. Given the
small number of participants, we did not use statistics to process the results. The results on the user
experience were rather neutral. In this evaluation, the participants found the look and feel more
attractive (note that after the previous evaluation phase the interface was improved considerable):
two participants (33.3%) agreed with the statement that the cards were attractive with a score of 3,
three participants (50%) with a score 4, and one participant (16.7%) with a score of 5; two participants
(33.3%) respectively agreed with the statement that the cards look nice with a score of 2, 4, and 5.
They liked the challenges (four participants (66.7%) confirmed this with a score of 4 and two (33.3%)
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with a score of 5), found them not difficult to understand (three participants (50%) strongly disagreed
(score 1) with the statement that the challenges were difficult to understand, while the other three
participants provided a score of 2, 3, and 4 respectively), very doable (three participants agreed with
this statement, with a score of 4 (two participants) and 5 (one participant) respectively; two participants
were neutral (score 3), and one gave a score of 2), and varied (two participants (33.3%) agreed, with a
score of 4, and four (66.7%) gave a score of 5). They appreciated that the challenges addressed a range
of areas of interest (50% agreed, with a score of 4, and 50% gave a score of 5). They all found the city
game with TICKLE a nice way to get to know Brussels (four participants (66.7%) agreed with a score of
5, the two other participants gave a score of 3 and 5 respectively); four of the six participants recognized
that they learned new things; and 50% indicated that they would use the app again (with a score of 4),
the other 50% gave a score of 3 on this statement. However, the results were mixed concerning the
questions to measure a change in their motivation for learning more about Brussels or other domains.
Regarding the statement of whether they would like to learn more about Brussels, the distribution
of the scores were as follows: one participant gave 1, two participants gave 2, two participants gave
3, and one participant gave 4. On the statement whether they would like to learn more about other
domains, two participants gave a score of 4, and one participant gave a score of 1, 2, 3 and 5 respectively.
Few comments were given and were mainly on small usability issues.

5.3.2. Evaluation 2 of Phase 3

This evaluation was done in the context of the Reboot Camp organized by the organization CAD
Limburg. The camp lasted one week (5 days). For this evaluation, cards were created for the different
activities offered during the camp. In this way, the youngsters could use TICKLE as a kind of agenda.
Each day they could see, by means of cards, the activities of the day. The cards only became visible on
the day of the activity. The cards contained information about the activity. To collect a card, they had to
do a small challenge related to the activity. The challenges were ranging from doing a quiz to writing a
small reflection about an activity. In this way, points could be collected. There were also cards with
general information, such as a card with a short manual, a card with the rules of the camp, a card about
the camp’s location, and a card with a link to the questionnaire. See Figure 13 for a screenshot of the
card interface used for this evaluation.

The seven youngsters received an introduction with a hands-on demo. They each received
a smartphone with mobile data. On the request of the organization, we restricted the use of the
smartphone to TICKLE, to consult the Web, and to take pictures. Unfortunately, the supervisors of the
camp decided that they could only use the smartphone at certain moments during the day. At the last
day of the camp, the participants were supposed to fill out an online questionnaire, an activity that was
also offered through a card. The questionnaire for the participants was similar to the questionnaire for
the city game. The questions were formulated as statement and a scale from 1 to 5, used to indicate the
level of agreement with the statement: 1 being “strongly disagree”, and 5 being “strongly agree”. In this
evaluation, we also asked questions about the notifications provided in TICKLE. The participants
could again leave comments and suggestions for improvement.

Results: Although we explicitly asked the organization to stimulate the youngsters to fill out the
online questionnaire at the last day of the camp, only three (of the seven) youngsters filled out the
questionnaire. They were respectively 14, 15 and 18 years old. These participants were positive about
the app (measured by means of different questions), found it easy to use (two participants agreed with
a score of 4, one with a score of 5), and a nice way to detect new things (one score 3, one score 4, and one
score 5). They were positive about the use of notifications for letting them know which activities would
take place (two scores of 4 and one of 3), but they were divided about the usefulness for informing
them about the points collected (one score of 1, one score of 3 and one of 4). The information on the
cards and their look and feel was evaluated positively (agreement with a score of 3 (one participant)
and 4 (two participants) for the information, and with a score of 4 (three participants) for the look
and feel). Also, these participants liked the challenges (one score 4, and two score 5), found them
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good doable (three score 4) and varied (one score 3, and two score 4), but found them in average
difficult to understand (one score 2, one score 3, and one score 4). They found TICKLE a nice way
to get to know the activities (one score 3, one score 4, and one score 5); recognized that they learned
new things (two score 4 and one score 5), and indicated that they would use it again (with different
degree of certainty: one score 3, one score 4, and one score 5). For the questions used to measure a
change in their motivation for learning more about new areas of interest or activities, the results were
mixed: two showed a clear increased motivation (score 5), while one did not (score 2). No comments
or suggestions for improvement were given.
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We checked the activity in the card environment because of the low number of responses.
We observed a slight decrease in activity over the week, and the participants performed the challenge
more for the cards about outdoor activities than for those of the indoor activities.

Furthermore, we received feedback from the organizers of the camp. They mentioned that the
youngsters indicated that they enjoyed working with the app; the youngsters were often asking in
the morning how many challenges they had to perform. However, they also noticed that as the camp
progressed, some youngsters had less motivation to complete all the challenges. They reported that the
app motivated some of the youngsters to "do it right", e.g., they searched for the right information online.
However, the organizers also mentioned that the circumstances were not ideal for the evaluation:
given the multitude of activities throughout the camp, it was not obvious to follow up all challenges,
and because of the strict policy on the use of cell phones during the camp, the time available for using
TICKLE was limited.

5.4. Demonstrations

In the context of the evaluations, different card environments were created that demonstrate the
possibilities of the application. We used TICKLE to create a street game and a city game; for creating a
playful environment to stimulate collaboration and creativity of animators; to inform and support
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reflection during a camp for youngsters at risk of game addiction. These use cases cover informal and
non-formal learning.

Next, we used TICKLE in the context of formal learning, i.e., to stimulate the processing of the
course material during the semester for one of our university courses. Cards were created about topics
in the course, and the associated challenges had the aim of letting students test their knowledge about
the topic. By collecting cards, the student could collect points. The cards became available during
the course of the semester. The students were notified by email when new cards became available.
This demonstration was used to test the personalized notification system. We asked the students
(on voluntary basis) to fill out an existing online questionnaire in order to determine their personality
in terms of the Big Five taxonomy [64], and send us the results. Based on this information, the students
received notification messages tailored to their personality.

Next to these card environments, we also created an environment that provides an inventory of
all organizations related to school burnout or ESL located in Brussels. This card environment contains
41 cards. There is a card for each location of an organization (some organizations have more than one
office in Brussels), and the cards are positioned on the map of Brussels (this is the card environment
shown in Figure 2). The card of an organization contains the following information: the name of
the organization, a short description, address, a link to the website and Facebook page, and contact
information. These cards can be collected without the need to perform a challenge.

6. Discussion, Limitations and Further Work

In general, in the context of the formative evaluations, we obtained positive results and received
useful feedback to improve and extend the application. Based on the results, we can conclude that
in the context of these formal evaluations, the app is usable for youngsters and able to engage them,
and we see indications that it may be able to increase the intrinsic motivation and learning capacity of
youngsters. However, the evaluations were limited in the number of participants and the context in
which they were performed, and they had a limited goal, i.e., checking the usability of the app for
youngsters and the ability to engage them. To confirm the results and to verify whether the app can
increase the intrinsic motivation and learning capacity of youngsters, summative and longitudinal
evaluations are needed. Such evaluations are under preparation. For these evaluations, questionnaires
other than UEQ will be considered. While UEQ aims to measure the user experience in general,
GAMEX is a new instrument (i.e., questionnaire) for measuring gameful experience, i.e., the user
experience of engaging with gamified applications [65]. Although developed in the context of customer
behavior, it may also be usable for education. PLEXQ [66] is another questionnaire focusing on
measuring playfulness. This questionnaire targets a wide range of products, including mobile apps.
To measure the effect on motivation for learning, we will collaborate with our research partners from
the educational domain.

Next to the positive results obtained from the formative evaluations performed, we encountered
different issues that are worthwhile to mention:

• Performing formative evaluations in real life settings is challenging.

First of all, we found that our target audience, i.e., youngsters, is very demanding,
especially concerning look, feel, and usability. Although we always explained very well that the app
under evaluation was research work and still required improvements, most of the critique was on the
look and feel, and about small usability issues. Also being able to quickly start and resume the app
was very important for them.

Next, there exist a broad range of smartphones with different screen sizes and browser versions.
It turned out to be impossible in the context of a research project to ensure that the application was
running smoothly and without issues on all possible devices used by youngsters. For that reason,
we decided to provide smartphones to perform the evaluations in the third phase. However, for the
longitudinal evaluation this may cause some bias. When the youngsters have to use an additional
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device next to their own smartphone, they may find this annoying, and it will counteract efforts to
make the app “a seamless part of daily life”.

Lastly, when performing evaluations in real-life settings, it is not always possible to have full
control over the setup. Even after careful preparation, unexpected issues may show up during the
evaluation. For instance, this happened during the Reboot Camp evaluation: although we limited
the use of the mobile phone to the TICKLE app (so the youngsters could not use it to make phone
calls, download or play games, or for other apps), and discussed this with the organizers in advance,
it turned out that the strict policy for using mobile devices was also applied to the mobile phones given
to the youngsters for the evaluation. Probably, during the camp, it must have been easier to ban the
use of any mobile phone during the day, and because we were not allowed to be present during the
camp week, we could not intervene.

• Questionnaires for youngsters.

Most available questionnaires on usability and user experience are designed for adults with good
literacy. For the evaluations in phase two, we used UEQ in the native language of the participants,
but simplified the language somewhat, because a pilot with youngsters of the same age indicated
that some terms were still too difficult to understand. When the youngsters were filling out the
questionnaire, we also noticed that they had problems in using the Likert scale, especially when the
lowest score represented a good result and the highest a bad result. For instance, they had no problem
in scoring a statement like “the system was (1) easy to learn . . . (7) difficult to learn”, but a statement like
“the system was (1) motivating . . . (7) demotivating” caused misunderstanding. Apparently, in their
education, they were used to associating a high score with a good result. The participants in phase three
were even younger, and it was known that their literacy could be an issue, so we simplified the language
in the questionnaire even more and used statements that all could be answered with the same scale:
“strongly disagree” to “strongly agree”. As much as possible, we tried to avoid negatively formulated
statements. In the first evaluation of phase three, the youngsters could ask for an explanation while
filling out the questionnaire, but in general they did not use this opportunity. For the summative
longitudinal evaluations, we will pay even more attention to the questionnaire, pilot it several times,
and if possible, use an existing validated questionnaire tailored towards children/youngsters and
suitable for our purpose.

The evaluations and demonstrations showed that, although we started with the aim to tackle
school burnout, the application is usable in a broader context, e.g., for team building activities,
for information providing, and for non-formal learning activities, as well as for formal learning
activities. Although we did not yet test it, we see more possible application domains, e.g., for tourism,
for museums, for shopping opportunities in a city, for event announcements, for social engagement,
etc. In addition, it is our opinion that the app could be used for a broader audience than youngsters.
For example, we are currently setting up an environment with TICKLE for civic engagement focused
on assisting elderly [67].

Most of the feedback and suggestions received during the formative evaluations has already been
taken into consideration. Still to be considered, and planned for future work is:

• Allowing youngsters to connect with each other with and within the TICKLE environment and to
collaborate on the collection of cards.

• To provide a help functionality that a youngster could use when (s)he would be stuck on
a challenge.

• To provide the possibility to use leaderboards as a persuasive technique when this is appropriate.
• To allow youngsters to create cards themselves. This will contribute to the investments made

by the youngsters, but also to the fact that youngsters like to share their own material online.
This functionality is already available, but a procedure needs to be added to prevent youngsters
from creating cards that are not acceptable.
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• Adding an intelligent matching algorithm to suggest cards to youngsters in an automatic way.
Currently, this needs to be done manually by the supervisor of a youngster.

7. Conclusions

In this paper we presented TICKLE, a playful learning environment for youngsters.
The environment is a mobile location-based smartphone application that offers youngsters an interactive
environment with which they can explore their surroundings based on their interests or needs.
The environment offers cards that the youngsters can collect by performing small challenges. In the
regular case, the cards are associated with physical locations, and the challenges are related to those
locations. In this way, TICKLE promotes the playful exploration and discovery of information in a
physical environment. However, the environment is also usable with a fictive environment, like a
treasure map.

We explained the research steps we followed to establish the design of the system and justified the
decisions made. We presented an overview of the system and its functionalities. The system consists of
a front end that is the actual playful environment, and a back end that offers an authoring environment
for creating the content, and a supervisor module for managing and monitoring the performance of
the users and the card environments. Next, we discussed the evaluations performed. We opted for an
elaborated set of formative evaluations to ensure good usability, before performing summative and
longitudinal evaluations. Such evaluations, which will also measure the learning impact, are under
preparation. Notwithstanding that the results of the different formative evaluations were positive,
the feedback received was used to considerably improve the system, and other suggestions are noted
for future work.

Although the environment was developed for dealing with school burnout, the environment is
also usable in other contexts and for different purposes. We have demonstrated that TICKLE can be
used for a large range of use cases: for team building activities, for information providing, and for
non-formal learning activities, as well as in the context of regular education (for formal learning).
This shows that we achieved our main goal, i.e., to create an engaging mobile environment that could be
useful for informal learning, as well as for other forms of learning, i.e., non-formal and formal learning.
Although this should still be verified, we see more possible application domains, e.g., for tourism,
for museums, for indicating shopping opportunities in a city, for event announcements, for social
engagement, etc.
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